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CE 180219 - DEFA WarmUp 1900 GPS Link

WarmUp  1900  GPS Link
WarmUp 1900 GPS Link is a complete DEFA Link package with  
Security, Finder and WarmUp with Termini™ 1900 interior heater  
included. Easily accessible on your mobile, WarmUp GPS Link will 
give you full control of your car - and your car preheating system 
 
With Warmup GPS Link you can turn on and off the heating 
system.  You can monitor the outside and the inside temperature 
of the car, check the battery status and receive an alert if the 
voltage gets low. You will be notified if the car is started or moved, 
and you can at any time see where your car is located, in a map 
on the mobile. And easily share the coordinates with the police  
or your employer.    
 
DEFA AS is conforming to the requirements of both ISO 9001-
2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007.  
In addition to this, our engine heaters and cables are conforming 
to the requirements of ISO/TS 16949:2002. 
 
 

Item number 
471276
 
Availability
The system is currently available for all who reside in Norway, Sweden,  
Finland or Denmark, with iPhone or Android telephone.
 
These following platforms can use the system:
• iPhone: IOS 4.3 and newer versions.
• Android: 2.2 and newer versions.
 
Application for iPhone can be downloaded from ‘App Store’, free of charge.
Application for Android telephones can be downloaded from ‘Play Store’, free of charge. 
 
 
 

Installation
The system has to be installed by authorized personnel.  
Car dealers and car repair shops which sell DEFA products  
install WarmUp GPS Link.

When the installation is completed you will receive an E-mail/SMS which  
asks you to confirm the subscription before you can use the system.
 
If you install DEFA Link when purchasing a new car, 
you get same warranty on DEFA products as on your car.

 Note! Engine pre-heater is specially adapted to  
 different engines and has to be ordered separately.

Termini™ II 1900
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GPS LInkLink HubMultiCharger 1205R Flex


